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Abstract-tizzy k nearest neighbor rule (k-NNR) has been applied in a variety of substantive 
areas. Yang and Chen [l] described a fuzzy generalized k-NN algorithm which is a unified approach 
to a variety of fuzzy k-NNR’s. They created the strong consistency of posterior risk of the fuzzy 
generalized NNR. In this paper, we give their convergence rate. That is, the convergence rate of 
posterior risk of the fuzzy generalized NNR is exponentially fast. 
Keywords--Fuzzy k nearest neighbor rule, Bayes risk, Posterior risk, Strong consistency, Con- 
vervence rate, Exponentially fast. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Pattern classification is an approach to supervised learning in pattern recognition. The k nearest 
neighbor rule (LNNR) is a well-known nonparametric decision rule in pattern classification. 
Fuzzy set theory has been successfully used to represent the uncertainty of class membership. 
Joiwik [2] first derived a learning scheme for a fuzzy k-NNR by extending the conventional 
k-NNR in conjunction with fuzzy set theory. Then there are more fuzzy k-NNR’s proposed, such 
as those proposed by Keller et al. [3], Bezdek et al. [4], Bereau et al. [5] and Kissiov et al. [6], 
etc. 
Fuzzy set theory has been successfuily used in representing natural phenomenon. It is also 
widely applied in cluster analysis, especially fuzzy c-means (FCM) clustering. FCM clustering 
has many issues, see for examples [7-lo], etc. The fuzzy extension of k-NNR is similar to the 
original extension of FCM clustering from the hard c-means clustering. Recently, Yang and Chen 
[l] described a fuzzy generalized k-NN algorithm which could be a unified approach to a variety 
of fuzzy k-NNR’s. They gave the strong consistency of the fuzzy generalized NNR. In this paper, 
we shall focus on their convergence rate. Before we get into this topic, let us first describe the 
fuzzy generalized k-NNR. 
Let R” be an m-dimensional Euclidean space. Let {(Xi, or), . . . , (X,, 0,)) be a set of n 
correctly classified learning samples where Xi E Rm represent patterns and 13i = 0(Xi) = 
(Pl (Xi), . . . ,Pc(Xi)) E @4ll)” P re resent the fuzzy labeling variables of c categories. Suppose 
that X0 is an input pattern. We desire to estimate the associated fuzzy label 80 of Xe by utilizing 
the information contained in the set of given learning samples {(Xl, or), . . . , (X,, 0,)). Let k < n 
be a positive integer. Let X(ll, . . . , _@“I denote the k nearest neighbors of X0 among X1, . . . , X, 
and their associated fuzzy labels are @!I,. . . , t@. A fuzzy generalized k-NN algorithm which 
estimates the associated fuzzy label 0s of Xe is described as follows: 
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Find out Xl11 , . . . , XI”], k nearest neighbors of X0 among Xi,. . . ,X,, where k is fixed. 
Compute wi (Xlll, . . . ,Xlkl), i = 1,2,. . . , k, where wi (Xl’], . . . , Xlkl) is a weight function 
of xl11 , . . . , XW, which is given. 
e= (h,tz,. ..,tc) = g=,wi (x[ll,...,x~kl)f?f;"l 
eCk)= F(B) = (h(o,j2(s) 7L , . . . ,f&)), where F : ([O,l])” - ([O,l])” and fi : ([O,l])” - 
[0, l] are functions according to your specification. 
Assign label r9ik’ to X0. 
We assign Xc with label I$~‘, i.e. we use Okk) to estimate 00. 
In Section 2 we give some notations and lemmas which shall be used in the main theorems. 
Section 3 will give the main result of convergence rate about the fuzzy generalized NNR. Finally, 
we shall make conclusions in Section 4. 
2. SOME NOTATIONS AND LEMMAS 
Let ~xo,eowl,w.. , (Xn, 0,) be a sequence of independent identically distributed (iid) 
random vectors with common continuous density f(x, e), where Xj is a randomly selected point 
from the m-dimensional Euclidean space Rm and its fuzzy label 0, = (pi(Xj), . . . , pc(Xj)) be- 
longs to ([0, 11)“. We denote ([O, 11)” by 8. 
LetXc,Xi,Xz,... be a sequence of iid random vectors in R* with common continuous density 
f(x) and let eo, el, e2,. . . be a sequence of iid random vectors in 8 with continuous common 
density f(6). 
We consider a loss function L, defined on 8 x 8, assigns a loss L(B, 6) to an estimate 6 when 
indeed the true label is 8. We assume L is bounded by M > 0 and symmetric. The conditional 
and unconditional Bayes risks r*(x) and R* are given by 
r*(x) = Ee{L(e, e*(x)) 1 xl 
R* = Er*(x) = 
s 
r*(x)f(x) dx = JJ w, e*mf(x, 0) da: de, Rm e Rm 
where 0*(x) is a Bayes estimate of 8. 
According to the fuzzy generalized k-NN defined in Section 1, the associated labels &‘, . . . , e!l 
are combined to give an estimate 0ik’ for Bo. We shall call Oik’ a fuzzy k-NN estimate of Bo. 
We define the conditional fuzzy LNN risk 
I$’ 
( 
x, ~1~1,. . . xikl 
> 
= E~,@~~) {L(e, eik)) 1 2, x(1l,. . . x[kl} 
and 
rik)(x) = E,,lI,...Z[kP~k) x,xl1l,...xlkl , 1 
where T-~‘(X) is the fuzzy k-NN risk when x is observed. The asymptotic conditional fuzzy k-NN 
risk is given by 
rck)(x) = /3mcAk)(x). 
The unconditional fuzzy k-NN risk dk) is defined by 
Rik) = E,rLk)(x) = Ee,p { L(o, oAk))} 
and the asymptotic fuzzy k-NN risk Rck) is defined by 
Rck) = lim Rik) = ,h& E, e(k) 
n-+00 9 n 
{.c(4fP)}. 
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Let a learning sample (Xl, &), . . . , (X,, On) be given. Then the fuzzy generalized k-NNR produces 
a risk that depends on this sample called posterior risk of the fuzzy generalized LNNR, namely, 
Lhk’ = Ee,*iw {~(e,eP) 1 (xl,el),...,(x,,e,)). 
Let 
TAk’ = E 
1 
Lp’ 1 X1, X2, . . . ,xn} =a ,,..., e, {L(6$k)) 1 x1,x2, . . . . G}. 
In order to avoid the complicated notation and easier to define the term, we consider the 
convergence rate only in the case of k = 1. That is, we consider the NNR only. For k = 
1, X[ll,e~l),~l),~~l),~~l),~(l) + are simply denoted by XA, l9;, R,,, L,, Tn, R, rn, respec- 
tively. So applying Lebesgue Doki:ated Convergence Theorm (LDCT) 
and 
L, = Ee,e:, {L(e,e;) I (xl,~l),...,(xn,4d) 
n 
= Cl w, ej) J fh e) dz de, j=l e Vj.* 
where Vj,n = {x : )x - Xj I 5 Iz - Xi 1, i = 1, . . . n} , j = 1, . . . , n. Next, we present some lemmas. 
These shall be used in the next section. 
LEMMA 1. [ll] Let F be a nonatomic probability measure defined on Rm. Suppose that 
X1,X2,*.-, X,, are iid random vectors with distribution F and F(Q,,) = qj > 0, j = 1,2,. . . f, 
r < n. Write Uj,n = F(Vj,n) a Then there are ST random variables Yjl, j = 1,2, . . . , r, 
l= 1,2,... , s, (s = s(m)) satisfying the following conditions, 
1. P(Uj,nICtlYjlIX1,Xz,...,X,)=l,j=1,2,...r; 
2. O<Yjl<qjl,j=1,2 ,..., r,Z=1,2 ,..., 5;and 
3. P(Yjl 2 Wjl, j = 1,2,..., r,z=1,2 )...) s/x1,x2 )... XT) = (1 - xi=1 C:=l Wjl)n--r 7 
for0 < Wjl 5 qjl. 
where Vj,, = {~:l~-Xjl<l~-Xil, i=l,... n}, j = l,..., n and qjl, j = I,2 ,..., T, 
I = 1,2,..., s, are positive constants, independent of Xr+l, . . . ,X,, (may depend upon 
X1,X29*.. X, and F, and satisfy Cr=, Qjr = qj, of course, Cg=l Cf=l qjl = C,‘=, qj = 1). 
LEMMA 2. [ll] Let g be an aJmost everywhere positive function defined on the line and 
G(ql,. . . q,.) = . . . S@l + t2 + * * * + tr) dtl . . . dt,. 
0 0 
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Then we have 
sup G(ql,... qr) = G(q, -. .q) 
Ql+~..+Q,=~q,qllO,...q,10 
where q > 0 be a given number. 
LEMMA 3. [12] Let X1, X2,. . . X, be independent and Jet EXi = 0, C$ = EX!, u2 = i Cz, 0;. 
Suppose that [Xii 5 c, i = 1,2,. . . n. Then for any t > 0, 
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LEMMA 4. Let (H, d) be a separable metric space where d is the metric defined on H and let F 
be the probability measure on H. Let f&(5) be the closed sphere with center x and radius 6 > 0. 
Then, for each 6 > 0, F(S,(S)) > 0 with probability one (wpl). 
PROOF. Let Q = {x E H : F(Sz(6)) > 0, 6 > 0}, and let Q” = H \ Q = the complement of Q. 
Claim that 
F(QC) = 0. 
Suppose x E Q” then there is a 6, > 0 such that F(&(&)) = 0. 
Because H is separable, there is a countable dense subset D of H. 
We have that there is a LY, E D such that a, E Z&(6,/3). Then 
F (s, (6,)) = 0 implies F (Sa= ($)) =O. 
But Q” = u Si-+ + 
( ) 
and D is countable. 
XEQC 
Thus Q” is contained in a countable union of measure zero. 
Therefore F(Q”) = 0. The lemma is proved. I 
3. CONVERGENCE RATE OF THE FUZZY GENERALIZED NNR 
In Yang and Chen [l], they created the strong consistency of posterior risk of the fuzzy NNR. 
In this section, we create its convergence rate which shall be shown in the following theorems. 
THEOREM 1. Let Xl,.. . , X, be independent random vectors in R” with distribution F and let 
F be a nonatomic probability measure defined on Rm. Then for each E > 0, there exist constants 
A and B(E) such that 
P(IL, -G 2 E) I Aexp{-B(E)n} 
PROOF. 
By Lemma 1 and Lemma 2, we get 
( 
T 
P Cuj,n >E IXlrX2,...3Xr 
j=l 
)+$w&) 
(l- E)+~-'~x~ dwll . . . dw,, 
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where E = Wjl : & c;cl Wjl > E, j = 1,2,. . , , T, 1 = 1,2,. . . , s and XE is the indicator of 
the set E. 
r!(n - T)! (n - r - sr)! 
exp { --E(n - r - rs)} . 
We choose T = [bn], where [CC] denote the largest integer less than or equal to 5 and S is some 
constant. Applying Stirling’s formula, we get 
P 
( 
max 
lljl<...<j,<n Ik 
uj,,n 2 E 
i=l ) 
I 
I 
12. 
r!(rs)!(n - r - a-)! 
exp{--E[l-((s+1)6]n} 
5 
&G(z)n 
*(5/3$rs)rSJ24n _ T _ rS)(n-;-r,)n-r-rs exp{--E[l - (s + 1)6]n] 
I T’ (rs>TS cn _ T _ sT)n-r-rs exp l-s P - (S + w 4 
< ((;,-“‘(;, -+ln [l - (s + 1)6]-[1-(s+1)61 
> 
n exp { --E[l - (s + l)S]n} 
5 6-6(s6)-86[1-(s+l)f5~11-(5+1)61}nexp{-s[1 -(s+1)6]n} 
1 
5 exp{--b(s)n}, where b(s) = ls[l - (s + l)S]. 
The last inequality is because we can choose 0 < 6 < l/se, where e = exponent, such that 
(s-6 (4 -” [1 _ (s + 1)6] -I1-(s+l)a] } <exp{+[l-(s+l)b]}. 
Let In = {j : Uj,, _ < z, j 5 n}, where n is a constant, 1: = {1,2, . . . , n} \ I,. 
Let # {In} = n*, if we choose n > l/S, then # {I;} L r, so 
P(IL,-Tnl 2%) =I’ 2 
J j=l Q 
[L(8,6’j) -E(L(B,Bj) 1 Xj)] 
I P (I Jc jCI: ’ [L(e,ej) - E (+v,) I + p(i c J [L(e,ej) - E jCI, ’ 
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5 exp { -& [l - (s + l)+I} 
+p C r[~(4e~)-W(e,e~) Ix,)]/ fhwde LE ( J jEI, e 4-n 1 (1) 
and 
P ( C J [L(e,ej) -E(L(e,ej) I Xj)] J fww~de 2~ jan e V,,n ) 
=E P x/ [L(e,ej)-E(L(B,Oj) IXj)]J f(x,e)dxde LelXl,...X, I( . jEL ’ 4.n )l 
By Lemma 3, 
P ( -$ C / [L(e,ej) - E (L(48j) I Xj)] J jEI, ’ V,,n f(t,e) dxde L + I XI, . ..-G ) 
9 
2(4M2 + 2Ms)77 n I> = 2exp{-br(s)n}, for some III(E) (2) 
BY (11, (2), we get 
P&5,, - T,l 2 E) I Aexp{-B(s)n} for some A and B(e). I 
THEOREM 2. Let L be a bounded loss function such that for every 6 E 8, Ep{L(O,e’) ) cc} is a 
continuous function of x. F is a nonatomic probability measure defined on R”. Then for each 
E > 0, there exists constants A(E) and B(e) such that 
P (IT, - RI 2 E) 5 A(E) exp{-B(s)n}. 
PROOF. Let N(6) = {z E Rm:\Ew {L(o$‘) 1 X} - Eer {L(o,o’) 1 y} I<$,~z -yI < by E R*}. 
Because E,y {L(O,O’) I } z is a continuous function of 5, then jime F(N(6)) = 1. There is a 61 > 0 
such that F(N(61)) > 1 - &/14M. Because Rm is separable. <y Lemma 4, 
F(&(&)) > 0 WPl, 
where &(6) denote the close sphere with center x and radius 6. 
d$wP [F($(&)) L +] = 1. 
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Then there is a 77 > 0 such that P[F($(Gi)) > ~1 > 1 - s/l4M. Let & = {z : J’(&(&)) 2 ~7)~ 
then F(Q) > 1 - e/14M. Let H = iV(6i) n Q, then F(H) > 1 - E/~M. If z E H, then 
wwl)) > TJ* 
IT, - RI 
= E,, {Eo,e:, [L(B, 8;) I a~, XI, Xz, . . . . Xn] - +o) 1 X1, X2, ‘a.7 &} 
= &, Ee:, [L(4 0;) I X;] f(e I ~0) de 
- s Ed, [L(e, 0’) 1 zo] f(e 1 zo) de 1 x1, . . . . x, 8 > 
I 2MP (20 G H I XI, X2, . . . . Xn) 
+ ;P (zo E H, 1x0 - X;l I SI ( Xl, . ..Xn) 
+ P (zo E H, 1x0 - X;l > 61 I XI, . ..Xn) 
< 2e _3+P(zo~H,I~o-X~l>611X1,...X,). 
By Markov inequality, 
P (IT, - R] 1 e) 5 P [p (to E H, lx0 - X,!J > 61 
<~P(zo~H,lzo-X~1>61). 
I Xl,... -L) r ;] 
Because 
P(~EH,I~:-X~I>S~)=P(~EH,I~:-X~)>~I,~=~,~,...,~) 
= [I - F(S&))]” I (1 - rl),. 
so 
P(Iz& -RI L E) 5 %(I- 1?)“, 
where we choose A(E) = s, B(E) = - log(l - 17). I 
THEOREM 3. Let XI, X2,. . . , X, satisfy the hypothesis of Theorem 1 and Theorem 2. Then for 
each E > 0, there exist constants A(E) and B(E), such that 
P (IL, - R( L E) 5 A(E) exp{-wB(s)n}. 
PROOF. By Theorem 1 and Theorem 2, there exist A(E) and B(E), such that 
P (IL, - RI 2 2s) 
IP(ILn-%I Z~)+f’(lTn--4 2~) 
5 A(E) exp{-B(a)n}. I 
4. CONCLUSIONS 
There are many researchers who have investigated the convergence properties of the conven- 
tional k-NNR, such as Cover and Hart [13], Wagner [14], Fritz [15], Devroye [16] and Bai [ll], 
etc. For the fuzzy generalized k-NNR, Yang and Chen [l] gave its strong consistency, that is, as 
n tends to co 
L, - R with probability one. 
But the question is how fast L, converges to R. Theorem 3 of Section 3 tells us that L, converges 
to R exponentially fast. This is a very good result. In fact, by the Borel-Cantelli Lemma and 
the Lebesque Dominated Convergence Theorem, the property of exponential convergence rate in 
Theorem 3 shall imply the property of strong consistency of [l]. 
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